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This photo by Kevin Ochieng, Spartan Photography, was one from an exhibition of the Kenyan
photographer's work hosted in our shop windows exhibition during COP26

SUMMARY REPORT
This report gives a summary overview of what we did for COP26, and how we did it.
For more information you can read our full report and our evaluation report.
Stop Climate Chaos Scotland (SCCS) is a civil
society coalition campaigning together on

climate since 2007. We have over 60 members

including environment NGOs, community groups,
development charities, unions, and faith and
belief groups.

When Glasgow was announced as the location for COP26
we realised that one of the most important things we could
do, as local civil society, was to support international civil

society impact at COP, particularly from global south
countries and other marginalised communities, by providing
facilities, venues, accommodation, welcome rest and
refreshment for international campaigners and activists. We
wanted to do this while supporting and building the local
climate movement, drawing more people and organisations
in and providing opportunities for everyone to connect with
COP and leave an enduring legacy.
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I loved coming home after a busy
day, sometimes too late to see my
hosts, but still: I opened the door
to a real home, a cosy, warm
place full of stories and love, not
an empty place. This was so
regenerative and that's why I was
full of energy again the next day
Homestay Guest
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HOW WE DID IT
As important as what we did was how we did it, as our
intention was to provide that support to international
civil society coming to COP, while also building up
Scotland’s and Glasgow’s own capacity to be involved
and maximise the potential for legacy.
Here’s what we feel helped us make the project
happen:

1.Making it a shared project

Before we started planning we spoke to people
across civil society in Glasgow about a framing for
COP26. We wanted a narrative that gave everyone a
stake in COP and a sense of shared ownership in the
project. This explained why a Glasgow COP was

significant: the industrial and colonial history of the
city, the significance of the COP venue itself as a
former dock, the city’s and Scotland’s inspiring social
movements, and her famous hospitality, arts scene
and multicultural character. ‘What Started Here Ends
Here’ inspired a children’s book and helped civil
society organisations and individuals, who were not
explicitly part of the climate movement, see how
their work connected with COP

The summary of events happening
every day was useful, it's so
overwhelming. It was nice to have it all
presented in one place
Survey respondent on the Climate Fringe website and daily
digest

Hope Street collective wrote a children's book inspired by the farming
document

2. Making space for everyone

We knew that Glasgow, and Scotland, have
particularly strong civil society movements and that
there would be a lot of people planning activities, or
with capacity to be involved. We recognised that
there would be so much going on that no one
organisation could hold it, control it, or even know
what was going on. Inspired by the Edinburgh Fringe
whose founding principle is ‘to be an open-access
festival that accommodates anyone with a desire to
perform and a venue willing to host them’, we
created the Climate Fringe. This open access events
website was a place that anyone in civil society
could upload their event, or share their plans. Along
with Climate Fringe Week, when we encouraged

We held nightly Open Mic Ceilidhs with food and welcome to give people a
place to gather and share
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groups to run events a month ahead of COP, the
website had enormous engagement over the two
weeks of COP and became a central place that drew
together the huge variety of activities of civil society
during COP. It also allowed us to easily shift our
approach from providing one central civil society
hub, to publicising the 15 hubs that sprung up, along
with ours, as a hubs network across the city.
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3. Building platforms to link capacity with need
Much of the successful work we did at COP26 could be

classed in this category - the Homestay Network
connected people who had a spare room/sofa bed with
those who needed accomodation. Our Spaces for Change
Network connected community and faith venues with

groups at COP who needed space for an event or meeting.
Our Glasgow Green Map was crowd-sourced by local
people and highlighted locally-owned or community run
cafes and bars, community gardens, sustainable
supermarkets and other resources that visitors to COP
might need and which would bring money into local

communities. Each of these platforms allowed
people/groups to connect their resource with those who
needed it, without a ‘middleman’. This made them
powerful, scalable and extremely resource efficient.

We lost our hub just before COP due to the
venue crisis in the city but managed to
find our venue through Spaces for Change.
It’s ideal – located 5 mins from COP. It’s
been the main space that we’ve been using.
The food is better than inside COP and it’s
a great space to have conversations with
people.
Nourish Scotland held a food resilience summit during COP26

It took us a while to see the power in this peer-to-peer
approach with regard to venues, and we had spent two
years trying to tie down venues that we would manage
and allocate space to groups who needed it. This was
very time consuming and very expensive. When, one-byone, most of our venues fell through, we turned to this
peer-to-peer approach to great success and ended up
with 74 rooms available in 35 separate venues during
COP. Working this way allowed local groups to operate on
their own terms, maximised direct contact between local
people and international civil society, creating
relationships and alliances that will last, and brought
income to local communities. bit of body text

A Climate Fringe grant helped Pollokshields Community Food Point hold
three banner-making workshops for COP26

4. Providing resources

As activists ourselves, we know there is never any limit
to good ideas and the will to make them happen, but

the limiting factor is often access to resources. For this
reason we were able to use some unrestricted funding
we received to offer small grants to groups. These were
also available to groups without a bank account as we
were able to pay invoices direct. We had three rounds:
one to support activity during Climate Fringe week, one
for COP in the community (our online engagement for
COP for those who could not engage in person), and
one for arts and culture projects that needed a small
push over the line just before COP. We provided a
couple of larger grants to a refugee group, an arts
project for people with learning disabilities and a

community arts organisation working with some of
Glasgows’ most deprived communities. We not only
stayed affordably, we got a new family extension.

The SCCS grant was very helpful – a
lifeline to us. Funders often require a bank
account, constitution, facilities etc. which
we didn’t have.
The Girl Guides in Zimbabwe held a COP in the Community event at Lake Chivero
where they did a litter pick focusing on waste plastic
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5. Looking for ways to point to a more
sustainable future

We wanted to embody hope in our work and part of
this was in creating alternative solutions:
the Homestay Network where the currency was
welcome and sharing, set in contrast to AirBnB

We not only stayed affordably,
we got a new family extension.
an open-source map of locally owned and
community-run cafes and spaces, in contrast to

GoogleMaps and the big chains
a website where every event is organised by civil
society, in contrast to the ubiquitous sponsored
corporate events(and where you can also find a
curated list of Blue Zone events)

The concept of creating a mock
Airbnb to support climate
justice advocates upends
business as usual and gives a
glimpse of a possible future
Chelsea Fairbank, cultural anthropologist and
Homestay guest

Parents for Future Nigeria held an art exhibition at the Department of Fine and
Applied Arts at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka campus, with the Our Other
Mother campaign to raise awareness both about the environment and COP26.

6. Using the work to build the movement

We found that the work of movement building did not
come as a separate task from our work in hosting and
welcoming. As George McLeod, founder of the Iona
Community said: 'Only a demanding common task
builds community', and we found that it was in doing
the work of hosting and welcoming at COP that the
movement was built.
The buzz around COP gave people a powerful
motivation to get involved, and we helped them
connect with an opportunity to be involved, via
hosting an event in Climate Fringe Week, to being a

Homestay Network Host or a volunteer, or simply
attending the many events highlighted on the
Climate Fringe. And when people got involved, they
became motivated to be more involved in the climate
movement in future.

Hearing all the stories are really
encouraging. I was motivated when I came
but meeting people has given me new ideas
that I’m motivated to explore.
Volunteer at Adelaide Place

We supported lantern and banner workshops for North Glasgow communities
and their family Halloween parade 'Shine a Light on COP26'
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7. Thinking to the legacy

Due to the uncertainty around covid and whether COP
would even happen we decided, very early on, to
ensure that every element of our work had a legacy
regardless of COP. We now have a network and
database of third-sector venues that will grow and
develop under the care of a social enterprise
organisation, an open source map of local and

community cafes etc in Glasgow which we hope will
grow to encompass other Scottish cities, the Climate
Fringe website which will continue to be the go-to site
for finding out about Scottish climate and
environment events under the care of a community
organisation, and the Homestay Network that will go
on to support future COPs and activist events with
Human Hotel.

We often get contacted by commercial venue
directory services that look to make a
commission from connecting groups to our
venue. We would love that to flip that so
there’s a directory for community events
that didn’t take a commission and opened us
up to causes we wanted to support
Spaces for Change Venue

SCCS members at the Global Day of Action for Climate Justice March

Conclusion

A COP coming to your city is a one-off event and that
is why the elements that leave a legacy for Scotland
were very important to us. However if we were to
recommend what to do for any groups that come
after us, it would be to focus on creating ways of
providing facilities and welcome by linking the local
people and groups with capacity, to the people and
groups coming to COP. This approach was resource
efficient, scalable and built community and the
movement locally which has created a momentum in
Glasgow following COP.
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The Homestay Network seems to me to be part of a growing counterculture that gently
challenges the norms of official COP gatherings, it is helping us see part of the economy
we need to transition to in order to address climate change. Thank you for your wonderful
effort and your profound care
Homestay Network Guest
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